(3) Verify that the space above the reload kit forward closure is completely occupied by the spacer(s).

(2) Install the reload kit as per instructions.

(1) Drop spacer(s) into motor case with the rounded end towards the rounded end of the motor.

Instructions (for 2G-6G cases):

* Regular spacers can only be used for 2G to 6G casings. Use an XL spacer and regular to space a G6X casing to a G6 casing.

* The additional weight per case spacer + extra casing length = 50 grams (110 grams when using 2 spacers).

* Up to 2G spacers can be used to load smaller reloads in a motor casing that is one or two sizes larger than the reload.

Important Notes:
(4) Verify that the space above the reload kit forward closing is completely occupied by the spacer(s).

(5) Install the reload kit as per instructions.

(2) Drop an XL spacer into the motor case.

(1) Drop the regular spacer(s) into motor case with the rounded end towards the rounded end of the motor.

Instructions (for use with 6XL case only):

* The additional weight per XL and regular case spacer + extra casing length = 70 grams.

* Only use an XL spacer in conjunction with a regular spacer.

Important notes:...